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Been back from Guitar Craft for 3 weeks now, adjusting to my new life living in 
the town of Stirling. 
  
>>>>>>>>>>>>Special Course - Robert Fripp And The Orchestra Of Crafty 
Guitarists, San Cugat, Spain, February 19 through March 1, 2009: 
  
During the course, I met lots of great guitarists, and even managed to pass 
along a small piece of history - my 20-year-old piece "Galadriel" - I was playing 
it one day, and a crafty named Eduardo, who is 19, from Mexico City, asked to 
learn it.  So during the week, we practiced different versions of it, he learned 
both parts, and then made up TWO NEW PARTS as well - brilliant.  He asked if 
he could take this piece back to the Mexico City Guitar Circle and teach it to 
them, and they would perform it, and I happily agreed.   
 
Also really enjoyed playing guitar with Thomas, a very sharp and serious jazz 
guitarist from Holland, 23, who is just a brilliant player.  We played together in 
the circle, and also sometimes outside of it when possible, and I thoroughly 
enjoyed his playing style - very thoughtful but also spontaneous and joyful. 
  
I only did one performance at a meal (and no solo performances as I usually 
do!) which was a crazy ad hoc group formed by my roommate, playing a 
strange song about a sinister man in a Mexican jail.  With Curt Golden out in the 
hallway, out of sight, playing BRILLIANT blues harp in G major!  Given that we 
only practiced the piece about two times, ON the day we performed it, I'm 
amazed it even worked.  But it did.  "Twilight In A Mexican Jail" was a smash 
with the crowd!  Nicolas played percussion, in the form of a TicTac box of mine 
that had one mint left in it.  It sounded great.  The music was mostly Thomas 
and myself, with Eduardo as well, and Charlie, who is a beginner, playing 
strange bends and doing his world vocal debut.  Funny stuff, and lots of laughs! 
   
The course in Spain was...maybe the best course I've been on yet.  Robert was 
in rare form.  The way he trained up the Orchestra during the week was just 
amazing, from verbal/philosophical admonitions during meals, to the way he 
conducted the group in  
rehearsal and at the performance. The instructions he used to start us 
off....were just so off the wall, yet so so effective.  Play "Yellow".  Play 
"Evening".  Or my favourite "You are an unstoppable rhythm machine!".  But 
mostly it was just "When ready, begin".  
 
And sometimes, sometimes...that (apparently vague) command would lead to 
music of great beauty. 
  
My new friend Charlie took photos of the papers on the board, and one of those 
contains ALL of the commands used to propel the orchestra.  Please see the 
week's "Areas Of Extemporisation" attached - I think they are just brilliant! 
  
The week was fairly typical, because of the flights, I actually arrived a day early, 
so had a very quiet and empty house to adjust to, and then watched it fill the 
next day.  I did work in the kitchen a little bit, a lot of it sitting down, but 
struggled with working on my feet.  The team realised early on that this was 



difficult for me, and magically my name stopped appearing on the work list for 
meals.  So very luxurious to not have to work much, I am normally so used to 
working very hard all through a course, lots of meals, lots of dishes, etc.  But I 
had a taste of both, so that was fine, and there were plenty of volunteers and 
young people to take up the slack. 
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>Debut Performance - Robert Fripp And The Orchestra Of Crafty 
Guitarists, San Cugat, Spain, Friday, February 27, 2009: 
  
As far as the music goes, well, besides the old standby the circulation, we have 
"The Whizz" now, which is the old major chord (barre chord) played at 
supersonic speed as a circulation - and it really goes fast, I would estimate less 
than 2 seconds to get round  
42 players when we really get going.  It also goes ascending and descending, 
each person playing a chord a half step above (or below) the previous person. 
We did two of these during the performance, first when we were surrounding 
the audience, and again at the end when we played to them from the balcony.   
  
I couldn't really describe the concert itself except to sort of say...what happened, 
the music just...appeared, and came and went so quickly.  I felt so, so calm.  I 
was not nervous in the least, absolutely NO stage fright.  The audience (young 
and old, wealthy curious Spanish chic) was very quiet, respectful, in awe almost 
of what was happening.  Staring.  I remember standing in the left rear corner of 
the theatre, sending The Whizz chord round and round the whole building 
(amazing feeling!) and seeing this Spanish man in the audience turn round in 
his seat to watch, intently, what I was doing.  Which was serious physical 
exercise, THROWING this chord with power and speed you just have to hear 
(and see) to experience.  It takes your whole body to propel it fast enough. 
   
You don't have time to count, or calculate, or prepare, you just FEEL when your 
chord will hit (every second or so, over and over and over!)   The man watched 
me for ages, and it was the strangest feeling.  If you made eye contact with any 
of the audience, they would generally smile, or look away politely so as not to 
disturb what was happening. 
  
So what happened - well, we started out by filing into the inner 2 circles, 
surrounded by the audience.  Robert said "when ready, begin" and we did.  We 
did a couple of pieces, which sort of mutated into each other...a percussion 
piece. I remember during one of the opening pieces, Thomas from Holland and 
I played some parts in unison, and looking over at him for a second and 
exchanging huge grins as we hit the parts together, as if by magic!  
  
A couple of times Robert came into the centre and brought us to a halt with a 
chord or chords...and then Zum took the stage at the end of the theatre, and 
played the first of two sets, plugged in.  Zum are competent, even brilliant 
players, but I am not a huge fan - most of their material is covers, and not good 
covers (witness, one Elvis song and one Stevie Wonder song - NOT 
appropriate in my mind) plugged in, which sounded weird after the unplugged 
first set.  Then we came back downstairs, led by Curt (Inner Circle) and Tony 
(Outer Circle), and filed not into the centre but to either side of the theatre.  We 
then played our first Whizz, and as we did, Robert had us move from the two 
sides to form a FULL circle around the audience - which is when I ended up in 



the left rear corner of the theatre.  My two circle companions, Tywi from Wales 
on my right and Thomas from Holland on my left, were about ten feet away on 
either side, so I had to REALLY propel the chord to keep it going, a VERY 
physical but joyful process. After this first Whizz, we filed upstairs... 
   
Then Zum took the stage again, and played plugged in again.  When they 
finished, Robert, upstairs with us still encircled, bid us to surround the 
horseshoe shaped opening at the edge of the balcony, and had us begin a new 
Whizz that went round and round above the audiences' heads!  And I looked at 
Robert, and watched him walk up to the sound man, and ask him to turn on a 
Soundscape CD that had been used to usher folk in at the beginning.  So I am 
standing there on the balcony of a Spanish theatre, sending this chord around 
the circle, watching Curt send the chord across 80 feet of air at the front of the 
theatre and watching Tony catch it and carry it back round...meantime, hearing 
the Soundscape start to build, and work perfectly with the somewhat atonal 
sound of the Whizz....after a few minutes of combined Whizz/Soundscape, 
Robert stopped the Whizz, and bade us BACK UP away from the balcony edge, 
leaving the Soundscape playing away by itself. 
  
Loud and long applause, very enthusiastic reactions from the audience which 
had mostly been VERY respectful, VERY quiet, but when given the chance, 
expressed itself loudly with approval. 
  
A success! 
 
Champagne and sandwiches for the troops afterwards (mmmm avocado 
sandwiches!) and then pack up and back to the monastery, where we had a 
smashing dessert at 1.00 am. Brilliant.  Lots of exhausted, happy guitarists. 
  
>>>>>>>>>>>>Afterwards/after words... 
 
The next morning, with only the instruction, "when ready, begin", we played for 
45 minutes, beautifully, and I felt it was better than the actual performance at 
the theatre.   
  
Maybe the most beautiful circle I've ever played in.  Talk about going out on a 
high note! 
  
 
Dave Stafford, 19 March 2009 
 
 
 



 



 
 
 



 
 



 


